
 

 

Virtual Meeting Revolution:  

Why Your Consultations, Trainings and Summits should be BETTER Online  

Video Preview Link  

 

Meetings were forced online, so it’s natural they’re less effective than they were in-person, right? 
Hell no!  

In this session, you’ll discover how virtual meetings can be more dynamic, personalized and 
engaging for audiences than in-person meetings ever could.  

We’ll start by addressing why traditional meetings were broken and why migrating them online 
made a bad situation worse. Then we’ll key in on solutions to make your client consultations, 
employee trainings and prospect webinars highly compelling experiences.  

Attendees will learn: 

• Modular Content Strategies – crafting adaptable content for different audiences 

• Interactive Meeting Formats – shifting from linear to two-way, dynamic experiences 

• Audience Alignment Techniques – gauging audience feedback in real-time 

• And the meeting technology enabling the full experience!  
 

You’ll leave this session with practical, actionable insights into adjusting the meetings you conduct 
to be more effective – and you won’t need to be a technical guru to make it happen.  

https://vimeo.com/418642662
https://vimeo.com/418642662


Of course, you’ll also have control over the session experience – what content gets covered, what 
order it gets covered in, what experiences are shared and more…because after all, isn’t optimizing 
the presenter-audience knowledge transfer the whole point of a meeting?  

Or, you know, you could attend another session and spend the time checking your phone and 
watching the clock like your normally do. See you online! 

  

Bio:  

Luke Goetting is an award-winning presentation specialist and director of Puffingston 
Presentations - a presentation agency based in Austin, Texas.  

Goetting specializes in crafting dynamic, interactive presentation experiences for tech companies 
and has developed keynotes for CES keynotes, SXSW Accelerator winners, TEDx speakers and 
executives at Dell, IBM, Siemens, Western Union and SAP Concur.  

Prior to Puffingston Presentations, Goetting was Sales Manager at RSI Video Technologies where 
he developed real-world presentation techniques his team incorporates today with speakers and 
companies around the world.  

Goetting is a winner of the Best Business Prezi award and a certified Prezi Expert. 
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Insights: 
This session will be highly interactive - featuring dynamic content, audience polling, custom presentation 
paths and more! 


